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Many people living with dementia wander. There are different kinds of wandering. Active 

wandering includes pacing, searching for something or attempting to keep busy. Passive 

wandering occurs when the person seems to pace aimlessly and is easily distracted.  

Wandering may become an issue if it poses safety concerns due to exiting or elopement. It 

may also result in intrusions into other people’s private space and cause relationship 

problems. In some situations, it may interfere with the person’s ability to maintain adequate 

nutrition and hydration. 

POSSIBLE TRIGGERS AND CAUSES 

 Inability to recognize people, places or objects.  

 A belief that the person has a need to fulfill former obligations, such as going to work. 

 Boredom.  

 Stress and anxiety.  

 Searching for something or someone familiar.  

 Need to find the bathroom, a special person, or a lost object.  

STRATEGIES TO CONSIDER 

 Encourage purposeful movement and exercise to reduce anxiety.  

 Maintain regular active daily routines.  

 Remove visual reminders (coat, purse, hat etc.) from sight.  

 Involve the person in productive distracting activities if wandering occurs at particular 

times.  

 Use familiar items and objects (photos, personal items) to help them connect with their 

existing situation.  

 Provide visual cues to common areas such as bath room, kitchen etc. 

 Provide reassurance about where they are or that the person they are seeking will be 

back soon. 

 Make the environment they wander in safe (e.g. lighting, stairs, fall hazards etc.). If 

there is a risk of elopement then modify outdoor locks or install monitoring alarms. 
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 If the person or caregiver is not put at risk, accommodate wandering. Make the 

environment they wander in safe (e.g. lighting, stairs, fall hazards etc.). If there is a risk 

of elopement then modify outdoor locks or install monitoring alarms. 

 Consider use of GPS or locating devices in clothing or footwear.  

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

 Alzheimer Society of Canada alzheimer.ca/en/help-support/find-your-society 

 Responsive and reactive Behaviours alzheimer.ca/en/help-support/im-caring-person-

living-dementia/understanding-symptoms/responsive-reactive-

behaviours#Specific_responsive_behaviours:_Aggression_and_agitation 

 Shifting Focus: A Guide to Understanding Dementia Behaviour 

brainxchange.ca/Public/Files/Behaviour/ShiftingFocusBooklet.aspx 

 South East Behavioural Supports Ontario southeast.behaviouralsupportsontario.ca/ 

 Ontario Community Support Association www.ocsa.on.ca/ 

 P.I.E.C.E.S. Canada pieceslearning.com/ 
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